We present the results of a search for new members of the Taurus star-forming region using data from the Spitzer Space Telescope and the XMM-Newton Observatory. We have obtained optical and near-infrared spectra of 44 sources that exhibit red Spitzer colors that are indicative of stars with circumstellar disks and 51 candidate young stars that were identified by Scelsi and coworkers using XMM-Newton. We also performed spectroscopy on four possible companions to members of Taurus that were reported by Kraus and Hillenbrand. Through these spectra, we have demonstrated the youth and membership of 41 sources, 10 of which were independently confirmed as young stars by Scelsi and coworkers. Five of the new Taurus members are likely to be brown dwarfs based on their late spectral types (>M6). One of the brown dwarfs has a spectral type of L0, making it the first known L-type member of Taurus and the least massive known member of the region (M ∼ 4-7 M Jup ). Another brown dwarf exhibits a flat infrared spectral energy distribution, which indicates that it could be in the protostellar class I stage (star+disk+envelope). Upon inspection of archival images from various observatories, we find that one of the new young stars has a large edge-on disk (r = 2.
INTRODUCTION
The Taurus complex of dark clouds is one of the best sites for studying the formation of stars in a quiescent, relatively isolated environment. It is among the nearest star-forming regions (d = 140 pc) and exhibits a very low stellar density (n ∼ 1-10 pc −3 ). Although the individual clouds are sparsely populated, the cloud complex as a whole contains more than 300 known members. Working toward a complete census of Taurus is important for the identification of rare objects (e.g., edge-on disks, transitional disks, protostars) as well as the statistical characterization of the stellar population (e.g., disk fraction, initial mass function, spatial distribution). A variety of methods have been employed in surveys for new members of Taurus (Kenyon et al. 2008) . Two of these tech-niques, mid-infrared (IR) imaging and X-ray imaging, are highly complementary. Mid-IR observations can identify stars that have circumstellar disks and can penetrate the high levels of extinction that surround stars at the earliest evolutionary stages while X-ray data can uncover the diskless members of a young stellar population.
Because of their excellent sensitivities and large fields of view, the Spitzer Space Telescope (Werner et al. 2004) and the XMM-Newton Observatory (Jansen et al. 2001) are the best available telescopes for wide-field imaging surveys at mid-IR and X-ray wavelengths, respectively. The unique capabilities of these facilities have been applied to the Taurus star-forming region through the Taurus Spitzer Legacy Survey (D. Padgett, in preparation) and the XMM-Newton Extended Survey of the Taurus Molecular Cloud (XEST, Güdel et al. 2007 ). Luhman et al. (2006 Luhman et al. ( , 2009a and Scelsi et al. (2007 Scelsi et al. ( , 2008 have used the data from these surveys to search for new members of Taurus. We have continued those efforts by performing spectroscopy on IR sources that we have identified in the Spitzer images and X-ray sources that were reported by Scelsi et al. (2007) . In this paper, we describe the selection of these candidate members of Taurus ( § 2) and measure their spectral types with optical and IR spectra ( § 3). We then characterize the stellar parameters of the new members and discuss other notable properties of these objects ( § 4). Finally, we use our updated census of the stellar population in Taurus to measure the initial mass function (IMF) within the fields observed by XEST ( § 5).
SELECTION OF CANDIDATE MEMBERS OF TAURUS
For the IR selection of candidate members of Taurus, we used images at 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, and 8.0 µm obtained with Spitzer's Infrared Array Camera (IRAC; Fazio et al. 2004 ) and images at 24 µm obtained with the Multiband Imaging Photometer for Spitzer (MIPS; Rieke et al. 2004) . We considered all observations of this kind that have been performed in Taurus, many of which were collected through the Spitzer Legacy program of D. Padgett. These images of Taurus encompass a total area of 46 deg 2 . The characteristics of the individual IRAC and MIPS observations are summarized by Luhman et al. (2009b) , who present a compilation of 3.6-24 µm Spitzer photometry for all known members of Taurus. To identify candidate members of Taurus, we searched the Spitzer images for stars exhibiting red IRAC colors that are indicative of excess emission from circumstellar disks and envelopes. The reduction and analysis methods were the same as those employed in our previous surveys of star-forming regions (Luhman & Muench 2008, references therein) . In addition to sources with IRAC excesses, we also inspected the data for stars with excess emission at 24 µm but not in the IRAC bands, which is a signature of a disk with an inner hole. We selected 44 of the resulting candidates for followup spectroscopy to determine whether they are members of Taurus. Two of these sources, FU Tau A and B, were reported in a separate study (Luhman et al. 2009a ). Because the secondary is too close to the primary for the measurement of IRAC photometry through our automated procedures, it was not identified as a candidate based on its IRAC colors. Instead, FU Tau B was selected for spectroscopy because of its close proximity to FU Tau A. Nevertheless, we count the former among the IR candidates for the purposes of this study. Through the spectroscopic observations described in the next section, we find that 24 of the 44 candidates are members of Taurus. One of these new members was detected by XMM-Newton (XEST 26-071) but was not recognized as a candidate member with those data (Scelsi et al. 2007) .
We have included in our spectroscopic sample candidate members of Taurus that have been found through X-ray observations by the XMM-Newton Observatory. The XEST program ) obtained images of 19 fields in Taurus with XMM-Newton and utilized archival data for seven additional fields (one of which was observed twice). The boundaries of the XEST images are indicated on the map of the Taurus cloud complex in Figure 1 . These fields are primarily located in the densest stellar aggregates and encompass a total area of 5 deg 2 . Using these data, Scelsi et al. (2007) identified 57 possible members of Taurus. One of these candidates, XEST 13-010, was reported as a member by Luhman et al. (2006) while another candidate, XEST 06-045, is a galaxy according to images from the Digitized Sky Survey (DSS). We excluded from consideration four candidates that are far from the Taurus clouds (α < 4 hours). We selected the remaining 51 candidates for spectroscopy, 16 of which are classified as members of Taurus in the next section.
In addition to the IR and X-ray candidates, we have performed spectroscopy on four possible companions to known members of Taurus from Kraus & Hillenbrand (2007) , one of which is classified as a Taurus member through our spectroscopy. We also observed a previously known but widely overlooked member, LH 0429+17 (Reid & Hawley 1999) , so that we could measure its spectral type with the same classification methods that we have been applied to the other late-type members of Taurus.
SPECTROSCOPY OF CANDIDATES

Spectral Classification
We performed optical and near-IR spectroscopy on the 100 targets selected in the previous section using a variety of instruments and telescopes. The dates, telescopes, and instrument configurations for these observations are summarized in Table 1 . We examined these data for signatures of youth that indicate membership in Taurus, as done in our previous studies of this kind (e.g., Luhman 2004a ). In addition, we considered other diagnostics of membership when available, such as proper motions (Luhman et al. 2009a , § A). Through this analysis, we classified 42 of the 100 targets in our spectroscopic sample as members of Taurus. The evidence of youth and membership for these sources is compiled in Table 2 . The 58 nonmembers are listed in Table 3 .
Most of the members of Taurus in our sample exhibit late-type (>M0) features in their spectra (H 2 O, TiO, VO). To measure spectral types for these sources, we have compared their spectra to previous data that we have collected for known members of Taurus and other star-forming regions (Luhman 2004a (Luhman ,c, 2006 , which were originally classified at optical wavelengths through comparison to averages of dwarfs and giants (Luhman 1999) . One new member, 2MASS J04373705+2331080 (hereafter 2M 0437+2331), is later than all previously known members of Taurus (≤M9.5). We classified this object through a comparison to standard L dwarfs (Kirkpatrick et al. 1999 ) and young L dwarfs in the field (τ ∼ 10-100 Myr, Kirkpatrick et al. 2006; Cruz et al. 2009 ), arriving at a spectral type of L0 (see Figure 2) . The one new member with a K-type spectrum, HQ Tau, was classified with dwarf standards (Allen & Strom 1995) . We could not measure a spectral type for one of the new members, 2MASS J04293209+2430597, because photospheric features are not detected in its spectrum. Our spectral classifications for the Taurus members are provided in Table 2 . The spectra are shown in order of spectral type in Figures 3-5. The highest resolution data are presented in Figure 6 for the wavelength range encompassing Hα and Li I. The equivalent widths of Li I from these spectra are given in Table 4 . The positions of the 41 new members (excluding LH 0429+17) are plotted on the map of Taurus in Figure 1 .
Among the nonmembers, we classified field stars with standard dwarfs and giants (Henry et al. 1994; Kirkpatrick et al. 1991 Kirkpatrick et al. , 1997 Cushing et al. 2005 ) and we identified galaxies based on the presence of redshifted emission lines. The classifications of the nonmembers are found in Table 3 . Scelsi et al. (2008) obtained optical spectra of 25 of the candidate members of Taurus from the XEST program (Scelsi et al. 2007 ). They classified 10 candidates as young stars and 12 candidates as nonmembers. We observed 20 of these 22 sources; our membership classifications agree with those of Scelsi et al. (2008) in all cases. The membership of the remaining 3 candidates was uncertain based on the data from Scelsi et al. (2008) . We find that two of these objects are foreground dwarfs while the other candidate is a Taurus member (XEST 20-071). Our spectral types are systematically later than those from Scelsi et al. (2008) by a few subclasses for sources in common between the two studies.
Comments on Individual Sources
Several of our targets have displayed evidence of membership in Taurus in previous studies, although they lacked spectroscopic classifications. The previous observations of one of these objects, FU Tau, are described in detail by Luhman et al. (2009a) . Torres et al. (1995) identified 2MASS J04455134+1555367 as a possible young star based on mid-IR photometry from the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) 7 . They detected emission in Hα and He I and absorption in Li I through followup spectroscopy. Jones & Herbig (1979) found that the proper motion of HQ Tau is consistent with membership in Taurus. Mid-IR excess emission also was detected toward this star in photometry from IRAS (Harris et al. 1988 ) and a spectrum from Spitzer (Furlan et al. 2006) . Kenyon et al. (1994) identified V409 Tau and IRAS 04125+2902 as candidate members of Taurus based on IRAS data. They classified the latter as a galaxy through near-IR images or optical spectroscopy, but it is an M-type star according to our spectroscopy (see Figure 3) .
We now discuss the stars in our sample that have uncertain classifications.
Our spectrum of 2MASS J04293209+2430597 does not show any absorption or emission lines that would demonstrate that it is a young star. However, its very red, featureless spectrum and mid-IR excess emission are consistent with a protostar. Given its close proximity to a dark cloud and other known members of Taurus, we tentatively classify it as a member. Based on its strong Hα emission [W λ (Hα) = 58 ± 1Å] and mid-IR excess emission, 2MASS J04124858+2749563 is clearly a young star. However, it is much fainter than members of Taurus near its spectral type and its proper motion is inconsistent with membership (Monet et al. 2003; Zacharias et al. 2004b , § A). Therefore, 2MASS J04124858+2749563 is probably a background star (albeit a young one). Our IR spectrum of 2MASS J04345973+2807017 is better matched by dwarf standards, but it does not have a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio to rule out youth. This star is anomalously faint for a Taurus member and is far from known members of the region, which suggest that it is a background star. Stars with edge-on disks also appear very faint for their spectral types. 2MASS J04345973+2807017 does appear to have excess emission at 8 µm that indicates the presence of a disk, but its large distance from known members of Taurus tends to support a classification as a background star. Finally, the proper motion of the A-type star 2MASS J04180338+2440096 is inconsistent with 7 2MASS J04455134+1555367 and its 20 ′′ companion HD 30171 were unresolved in the IRAS data. Images at higher resolution from Spitzer demonstrate that 2MASS J04455134+1555367 was the source of the IRAS emission (Luhman et al. 2009b ). membership in Taurus (Høg et al. 2000; Zacharias et al. 2004b; Röser et al. 2008 , § A), but it exhibits mid-IR excesses of 0.2 and 3 mag at 8 and 24 µm, respectively. It is probably a field star with a debris disk.
PROPERTIES OF NEW MEMBERS
Temperatures and Luminosities
We have estimated the effective temperatures and bolometric luminosities of the Taurus members in our spectroscopic sample so that we can place them on the Hertzsprung-Russell (H-R) diagram. During spectral classification, we measured extinctions from the slopes of most of our optical and near-IR spectra (Luhman 2004a (Luhman , 2007 . We could not use the MRS spectra for this purpose because they were obtained through fibers rather than slits aligned at the parallactic angle, making the data susceptible to differential refraction and the spectral slopes unreliable. For the MRS targets, we computed extinctions from J − H and H − K s in the manner described by Luhman (2004a) . We estimated luminosities by combining the extinctions with J-band photometry from the Point Source Catalog of the Two-Micron AllSky Survey (2MASS; Skrutskie et al. 2006 ), a distance of 140 pc (Wichmann et al. 1998; Loinard et al. 2005 Loinard et al. , 2007 Torres et al. 2007 Torres et al. , 2009 , and the bolometric corrections used by Luhman (2004a Luhman ( , 2007 . The luminosities of 2MASS J04194657+2712552 (hereafter 2M 0419+2712) and FU Tau B are based on H and K s , respectively, since reliable J-band measurements are unavailable. We have converted our spectral types to effective temperatures with the temperature scales from Schmidt-Kaler (1982) and Luhman et al. (2003b) for <M0 and ≥M0, respectively. As done by Luhman et al. (2008) , we adopt a temperature of 2200 K for L0. The extinctions, effective temperatures, and bolometric luminosities are presented in Table 2 . We cannot measure these parameters for 2MASS J04293209+2430597 because it lacks a spectral classification.
For comparison to the new Taurus members on the H-R diagram, we have compiled temperatures and luminosities for previously known members ( § A). We exclude members that are anomalously faint for their spectral types because their luminosity estimates are probably unreliable. We treat multiple systems that are unresolved by 2MASS as single objects. We adopt extinctions that have been derived from our previous optical and near-IR spectroscopy (Luhman et al. 2003a; Luhman 2004c Luhman , 2006 Luhman et al. 2006 ) and additional unpublished 0.8-2.5 µm spectra obtained with SpeX. For members that lack spectroscopic data of this kind, we estimate extinctions from J−H and H−K s . Luminosities are based on measurements of J from 2MASS when available. We adopt J from multiplicity surveys for a few systems that are marginally resolved by 2MASS.
Our luminosity estimates for the new members XEST 11-078, 2MASS J04202583+2819237, 2MASS J04333905+2227207, and 2MASS J04202144+2813491 would place these stars well below the sequence of known Taurus members in an H-R diagram, which suggests that they may be seen in scattered light. Indeed, we demonstrate in the next section that 2MASS J04202144+2813491 has an edge-on disk. Because our calculated luminosities for these objects are probably not reliable, we do not report these estimates in Table 2 and do not plot these stars on the H-R diagram in Figure 7 .
The temperatures and luminosities of the new and previously known members of Taurus (except for subluminous sources) are plotted on an H-R diagram in Figure 7 with the predictions of theoretical evolutionary models (Baraffe et al. 1998; Chabrier et al. 2000) . LH 0429+17 is included among the previously known members in Figure 7 . A few of the new members have distinctive positions in the H-R diagram. FU Tau A and 2M 0419+2712 are the brightest known members of Taurus near their spectral types. The overluminous nature of the former was discussed by Luhman et al. (2009a) . The high luminosity of 2M 0419+2712 is consistent with the very early evolutionary stage that is implied by the shape of its spectral energy distribution ( § 4.2.2). Meanwhile, the temperature and luminosity of the coolest known member of Taurus, 2M 0437+2331, correspond to an age of 100 Myr according to the evolutionary models, which is much older than expected for a member of Taurus. Stars with edge-on disks and nonmembers can appear to have very low luminosities on the H-R diagram. However, a disk does not appear to be present ( § 4.2.1) and the strengths of the gravity-sensitive lines of this object provide strong evidence of youth. Instead, the old isochronal age for this object is likely a reflection of errors in the adopted temperature scale and evolutionary models. This conclusion is based on the cluster sequence for Chamaeleon I, which falls along older model isochrones at spectral types later than M8 . In fact, the position of the coolest known member of Chamaeleon I on the H-R diagram is very similar to that of 2M 0437+2331. Thus, the luminosity of the latter is not anomalous when compared to other young late-type objects. If we estimate the mass of 2M 0437+2331 based on its luminosity as done by Luhman et al. (2008) for the coolest member of Chamaeleon I, then we arrive at a value of 4-7 M Jup for an assumed age range of 1-3 Myr.
Disks
We can use the extensive mid-IR images of Taurus from Spitzer to determine whether the new Taurus members have circumstellar disks. Photometry from IRAC (3.6-8.0 µm) and MIPS (24 µm) for the new members is presented by Luhman et al. (2009b) , who measured photometry for all known members of Taurus that appear within Spitzer images of the region. IRAC and MIPS data for the nonmembers in our spectroscopic sample are provided in Tables 5 and 6 , respectively. Using the Spitzer photometry, Luhman et al. (2009b) have classified each member of Taurus as class I, II, or III, which follows the standard classification scheme for the spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of young stars (Lada 1987) . The 41 new members in our spectroscopic sample were identified as candidates through data from Spitzer (24), XMM-Newton (16), and a companion survey (1). Although the Spitzer members were selected based on red mid-IR colors, one of these sources (2M 0437+2331) does not show evidence of a disk upon closer examination of its colors later in this section. All of the Xray members have been observed by IRAC and MIPS, but these data are not yet publicly available for one object, XEST 06-006. XEST 11-078 and XEST 26-062 are class I and class II, respectively, while the remaining 13 X-ray sources are class III. The candidate companion 2MASS J04414565+2301580 is class III as well. In the remainder of this section, we discuss in detail the evidence of disks for a few of the new members that are particularly notable.
L-type Brown Dwarf: No Disk
2M 0437+2331 is the coolest known member of Taurus and may be one of the least massive known brown dwarfs. It was selected for spectroscopy based on red IRAC colors that suggested the presence of a disk (it was not detected by MIPS). To reliably determine whether 2M 0437+2331 does indeed have a disk, we must compare its colors to those of stellar photospheres. For these comparison sources, we select all known late-type members of Taurus and young late-M and L dwarfs in the solar neighborhood Cruz et al. 2009 ) that have been observed by IRAC. The IRAC data for the Taurus members are taken from Luhman et al. (2009b) . We have measured photometry for young field dwarfs observed in Spitzer programs 284 (K. Cruz) and 30540 (J. Houck) with the same methods that were employed for the Taurus data. These data are presented in Figure 8 . These data form two distinct groups, a narrow sequence of stellar photospheres and a broader distribution of redder sources that have disks. 2M 0437+2331 is only slightly redder than the photospheric sequences (∼ 0.2 mag) and does not exhibit color excesses as large as those found among the Taurus members that have disks (∼ 0.5 − 1.5 mag). Thus, we do not find significant evidence of a disk for this object. As demonstrated in Figure 8 , the photospheric IRAC colors become redder from M to L types among young objects, which explains why 2M 0437+2331 was identified as a possible disk-bearing object through our IRAC color criteria. Because young stars and brown dwarfs that lack IRAC excesses rarely exhibit evidence of accretion in Hα (Mohanty et al. 2005; Muzerolle et al. 2003 Muzerolle et al. , 2005 Hartmann et al. 2005b; Guieu et al. 2007; Luhman et al. 2006 Luhman et al. , 2008 , the Hα emission in the spectrum of 2M 0437+2331 probably arises from the stellar chromosphere rather than accretion.
Candidate Class I Brown Dwarf
The IR spectrum of 2M 0419+2712 has strong H 2 O absorption and is highly reddened (A J = 7.6), making it the most heavily obscured late-type member of Taurus found to date. To further investigate the nature of this object, we have constructed its SED in Figure 9 with photometry from 2MASS, IRAC, and MIPS and our near-IR spectrum, which was flux-calibrated with the 2MASS data. The Taurus member KPNO 5 is similar to 2M 0419+2712 in spectral type and does not have mid-IR excess emission (Briceño et al. 2002; Hartmann et al. 2005b; Luhman et al. 2006 ). Therefore, we include the SED of KPNO 5 in Figure 9 as an estimate of the stellar photosphere of 2M 0419+2712. The SED of KPNO 5 consists of data from 2MASS, SpeX (Muench et al. 2007) , and Spitzer (Luhman et al. 2009b ) and has been reddened by A J = 7.3 to match the reddening of 2M 0419+2712 (KPNO 5 has A J ∼ 0.3). We use the reddening laws from Rieke & Lebofsky (1985) and Flaherty et al. (2007) . As shown in Figure 9 , 2M 0419+2712 exhibits significant excess emission relative to KPNO 5 beyond 3 µm. The SED of 2M 0419+2712 is roughly flat from 2-24 µm, which is suggestive of an evolved class I source (star+disk+envelope) or a very young class II object (star+disk). Thus, 2M 0419+2712 may offer a rare opportunity for studying a brown dwarf in the protostellar phase. A definitive classification of the evolutionary stage of this object will require additional observations, such as mid-IR spectroscopy (Furlan et al. 2008 ).
Candidate Transitional Disk
Most of the candidate members that we identified with Spitzer photometry have red colors in all available bands beyond 3 µm. However, one of the confirmed members from that sample, IRAS 04125+2902, is red only at 24 µm. To illustrate the distinctive colors of this star, we compare its SED to the average SED of early-M diskless stars in Chamaeleon I and Taurus in Figure 9 (Luhman et al. , 2009b . The data for IRAS 04125+2902 agree well the photospheric SED in the 2MASS and IRAC bands, but they show significant excess emission at 24 µm. An SED of this kind indicates the presence of a disk with an inner hole, which is known as a transitional disk (Calvet et al. 2002 D'Alessio et al. 2005) . Mid-IR spectroscopy and millimeter imaging of this disk are needed for a detailed characterization of the inner hole (Espaillat et al. 2007a,b; Furlan et al. 2007; Brown et al. 2008; Dutrey et al. 2008; Hughes et al. 2007 Hughes et al. , 2009 ).
Edge-on Disk
As noted in the previous section, a few of the new Taurus members are much fainter at optical and near-IR wavelengths than most other members with similar spectral types, indicating that they may have edge-on disks. We have investigated this possibility by inspecting images of these stars that are available in the data archives of various observatories and wide-field surveys. In optical images from MegaPrime/MegaCam at the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT), 2MASS J04202144+2813491 does indeed exhibit a clear signature of an edge-on disk in the form of two lobes of extended emission that are separated by a dark lane, as shown in Figure 10 . The radius of the disk is 2.
′′ 5, corresponding to 350 AU at the distance of Taurus. After comparing CFHT images that were collected on different nights, we find that the scattered light from the disk experienced significant variability over a period of a few days (see Figure 10 ). Similar variability has been detected in the scattered light from HH 30 (Burrows et al. 1996; Watson & Stapelfeldt 2007) . The discovery of 2MASS J04202144+2813491 illustrates the utility of Spitzer imaging for finding edgeon disks, which can be overlooked through other types of surveys for young stars (Luhman & Muench 2008 (M8. 5 Luhman 2006) and was identified as a possible companion by Kraus & Hillenbrand (2007) . We have confirmed its youth and membership in Taurus through spectroscopy. Our spectral classification of M4-M5 for 2MASS J04414565+2301580 is consistent with that expected for a coeval companion to 2MASS J04414489+2301513 based on the evolutionary models of Baraffe et al. (1998) .
While performing spectroscopy on FU Tau, we noticed a fainter object at a separation of 5.7
′′ , which we confirmed spectroscopically as a young brown dwarf. We discussed this pair in detail in a separate study (Luhman et al. 2009a) .
By inspecting images of the remaining new members, we have identified two additional candidate companions. The new member IRAS 04125+2902 is 4
′′ from a source that is ∼ 2 mag fainter and is detected by DSS, 2MASS, and IRAC. This candidate, 2MASS J04154269+2909558, does not exhibit mid-IR excess emission in the IRAC data, indicating that it is a class III source if it is a member of Taurus. The second candidate companion, 2MASS J04355949+2238291, is 10
′′ from XEST 09-042. Although it has red mid-IR colors, it is probably a galaxy rather than a young star based on the shape of its SED.
INITIAL MASS FUNCTION
We wish to use our updated census of Taurus to estimate the IMF in this region. The completeness of the current census is a function of several parameters, including stellar mass, location, SED class, and extinction. Therefore, we must carefully define the sample of members for inclusion in the IMF so that it is representative of the stellar population in Taurus. We begin by considering members of Taurus that are located within the areas observed by XEST, which are shown in Figure 1 . We select the XEST fields because they encompass a large number of members and are almost entirely covered by deep imaging at optical and IR wavelengths as well as in X-rays (Briceño et al. 2002; Luhman 2004c Luhman , 2006 Luhman et al. 2006; Guieu et al. 2006) . To evaluate the completeness of the census of Taurus within these fields, we first examine the completeness of XEST. In Figure 11 , we plot the distributions of spectral types for all known members of Taurus within the XEST images and for the members detected in those data. Separate histograms are shown for classes I, II, and III, where the SED classifications are from Luhman et al. (2009b) . We omit secondaries that are unresolved by XEST. An additional 16 members are absent from Figure 11 because they lack accurate spectral types, five of which were detected by XEST. All of these unclassified stars have class I SEDs. Only 15 of the 31 class I sources within the XEST fields have spectral classifications and thus are present in Figure 11 . According to Figure 11 , the completeness of XEST decreases for lower stellar masses and earlier SED classes, which is a reflection of the fact that X-ray emission is correlated with both of these properties (Telleschi et al. 2007; Prisinzano et al. 2008) . XEST is nearly 100% complete for class III members earlier than M6 (M ∼ 0.1 M ⊙ ). Grosso et al. (2007) reported that XEST detected 8 of 16 members later than M6 that are within those images. Using our updated census of Taurus and the spectral types that we have measured in this work and in previous studies, we find that the XEST detection fraction is 7/17 for types later than M6.
Optical and IR surveys for new members of Taurus have complemented XEST in terms of completeness. Images from Spitzer have covered ∼92% of the XEST fields (Luhman et al. 2009b) . The current census for that portion of the XEST fields is nearly complete for class I and II stars and for class II brown dwarfs down to ∼ 0.02 M ⊙ according to Spitzer surveys for new members (Luhman et al. 2006, this work) . The completeness for class I brown dwarfs is unknown because of contamination of the Spitzer images by red galaxies . The remaining ∼ 8% of the XEST fields that lacks Spitzer images does not encompass any known members or dark clouds, and thus probably does not contain a significant number of undiscovered class I and II sources. Meanwhile, the XEST fields have been fully covered at optical and near-IR wavelengths by either deep wide-field imaging (Briceño et al. 2002; Luhman 2004c; Guieu et al. 2006) or all-sky catalogs (Luhman 2006) , which have produced a high level of completeness for classes II and III between 0.1-0.02 M ⊙ within an extinction range that encompasses most members (A V < 4; Luhman 2004c Luhman , 2006 Guieu et al. 2006) . Thus, the Xray, optical, and IR studies have produced a census of Taurus members within the areas covered by XEST that should be complete down to masses of ∼ 0.02 M ⊙ for classes II and III.
As done for the H-R diagram in § 4.1, we treat multiple systems that are unresolved by 2MASS as single sources when constructing the IMF for the XEST fields. We exclude class I sources, stars that lack accurate spectral classifications (most of which are class I), and objects that are probably seen in scattered light based on their unusually low luminosity estimates. The resulting mass function consists of primaries and widely separated secondaries, as in our previous measurements of IMFs in Taurus and other star-forming regions (Luhman et al. 2003b; Luhman 2004c Luhman , 2007 . We have estimated the masses for the Taurus members in the IMF sample from their positions on the H-R diagram in Figure 7 by using the theoretical evolutionary models of Baraffe et al. (1998) and Chabrier et al. (2000) for M/M ⊙ ≤ 1 and the models of Palla & Stahler (1999) for M/M ⊙ > 1. The IMF for the XEST fields is presented in Figure 12 in logarithmic units where the Salpeter slope is α = 1.35. It exhibits a maximum near 0.8 M ⊙ and declines steadily to lower masses (α = −0.44), and thus closely resembles the IMFs that we have previously reported for Taurus (Briceño et al. 2002; Luhman 2004c) . In comparison, the mass functions of other nearby star-forming regions peak at 0.1-0.2 M ⊙ (Hillenbrand 1997; Hillenbrand & Carpenter 2000; Muench et al. 2002 Muench et al. , 2003 Luhman et al. 2003b; Luhman 2007) . This variation in the IMF is illustrated in Figure 12 , where we include mass functions for IC 348 and Chamaeleon I that were derived in the same manner as our measurement for Taurus (Luhman et al. 2003b; Luhman 2007) . The surplus of stars near 0.8 M ⊙ (K7-M1) in Taurus relative to those two clusters is also apparent in the distributions of spectral types for the IMF samples in Figure 13 . Based on a two-sided KolmogorovSmirnov test, the probability that the sample for Taurus was drawn from the same mass distribution as either IC 348 or Chamaeleon I is ∼ 0.04%. Possible explanations for the distinctive shape of the IMF in Taurus have been discussed in previous studies and generally involve a higher average Jeans mass in this region (Briceño et al. 2002; Luhman et al. 2003b; Luhman 2004c; Goodwin et al. 2004; Lada et al. 2008) .
Finally, we comment briefly on another young population in which an unusual IMF has been reported. By constructing an IMF from all known members of the η Cha association (Mamajek et al. 1999; Lawson et al. 2002; Lyo et al. 2004; Song et al. 2004; Luhman & Steeghs 2004) , Lyo et al. (2004 Lyo et al. ( , 2006 found that η Cha exhibits a deficit of 20-29 low-mass stars and brown dwarfs (0.025-0.15 M ⊙ ) relative to the solar neighborhood and other young clusters. Moraux et al. (2007) attempted to provide a theoretical explanation for the apparently unusual IMF in this association. However, through a survey of η Cha that was complete to 0.015 M ⊙ 8 , Luhman & Steeghs (2004) and Luhman (2004b) concluded that a significant paucity of low-mass objects is not present. To further explore this issue, we have constructed an IMF and a distribution of spectral types for all known members of η Cha, which are included in Figures 12 and 13, respectively. A two-sided KolmogorovSmirnov test indicates a probability of ∼ 10% that the members of η Cha are drawn from the same mass distribution as either IC 348 or Chamaeleon I, which does not represent a significant difference. Thus, the IMF in η Cha is consistent with the mass functions in IC 348 and Chamaeleon I.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a survey for new members of the Taurus star-forming region in which we obtained spectra of candidate members appearing in images from the Spitzer Space Telescope (46 deg 2 ) and the XMMNewton Observatory (5 deg 2 ). Using the mid-IR data from Spitzer, we identified 44 sources that could be young stars with disks, 24 of which were confirmed as members by our spectroscopy. We also performed spectroscopy on 51 candidates detected in X-rays by the XEST program Scelsi et al. 2007) , demonstrating the youth and membership of 16 sources. Ten of these new X-ray members were independently confirmed through spectroscopy by Scelsi et al. (2008) . In addition, to the sources from Spitzer and XMM-Newton, we observed four candidate companions to known members of Taurus that were found by Kraus & Hillenbrand (2007) through analysis of 2MASS data, one of which we have classified as a young star.
Our survey has uncovered several rare types of sources that are valuable for studies of various aspects of star and planet formation. They consist of a wide binary brown dwarf that is forming in isolation (Luhman et al. 2009a ), the first known L-type member of Taurus (M ∼ 4-7 M Jup ), a highly reddened brown dwarf that may be in 8 Lyo et al. (2006) and Moraux et al. (2007) incorrectly quoted a completeness limit of 0.025 M ⊙ for the surveys by Luhman & Steeghs (2004) and Luhman (2004b) , which employed photometry from DENIS and 2MASS. Lyo et al. (2006) suggested that the completeness limit from those surveys were determined by their shallowest data, which consisted of the optical photometry from DENIS. However, any objects above 0.015 M ⊙ that were absent from the optical data would have appeared in the IR diagrams used by Luhman & Steeghs (2004) and Luhman (2004b) for selecting candidate members. Thus, the completeness limit was 0.015 M ⊙ . the class I stage (star+disk+envelope), a disk that appears to have an inner hole (i.e., transitional disk), and a large edge-on disk (r = 2.
′′ 5 = 350 AU). The companion identified by Kraus & Hillenbrand (2007) also may comprise the primary in wide, low-mass binary system (M4.5+M8.5, a = 12 ′′ = 1700 AU). Meanwhile, the Spitzer and XMM-Newton data in conjunction with previous optical and near-IR surveys provide relatively welldefined completeness limits for the current census of Taurus, enabling a better characterization of the stellar population. For instance, we have estimated the IMF within the fields observed by XEST, arriving at a distribution that reaches a maximum near 0.8 M ⊙ , which agrees with our previous measurements for Taurus. Thus, the IMF in Taurus continues to appear anomalous compared to other nearby star-forming clusters, which peak at 0.1-0.2 M ⊙ . The disk fraction in the XEST fields and the spatial distribution of the SED classes are investigated by Luhman et al. (2009b) .
The completeness of the census of Taurus remains poorly determined among class I sources at low masses and class III sources outside of the XEST fields, which focused on the denser stellar aggregates. Future surveys can address these shortcomings through spectroscopy of red, faint sources detected by Spitzer and measurements of variability and proper motions with wide-field, multiepoch imaging (e.g., Panoramic Survey Telescope and Rapid Response System, Large Synoptic Survey Telescope). 
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APPENDIX
ADOPTED CENSUS AND KINEMATICS OF TAURUS
Our analysis of the IMF in Taurus required a census of all known members of the region. While constructing this census, we have made use of proper motion measurements when they are available. For a star whose membership is uncertain, we have compared its proper motion to that of the nearest group of known members. In Table 8 , we present the median proper motions of 11 groups in Taurus based on stars from our adopted census and proper motions measurements from a variety of sources (Harris et al. 1999; Høg et al. 2000; Hambly et al. 2001; Hanson et al. 2004; Zacharias et al. 2004a,b; Ducourant et al. 2005; Loinard et al. 2007; van Leeuwen 2007; Röser et al. 2008; Torres et al. 2007 Torres et al. , 2009 ). Our adopted boundaries for these groups and the median motions are shown on a map of Taurus in Figure 14 .
We describe our adopted census of known members of Taurus in terms of modifications to the compilation of members presented by Kenyon et al. (2008) in a review of this star-forming region. We begin by identifying the sources from that list that we have excluded as members. The proper motions of HBC 351 (µ α , µ δ = +18.5 ± 2.0, −49.2 ± 2.0 mas yr −1 ), HBC 352 (+6 ± 1, −9 ± 1 mas yr −1 ), HBC 353 (+7 ± 8, −12 ± 2 mas yr −1 ), and HBC 356/357 (−1 ± 5, −9 ± 5 mas yr −1 ) from Zacharias et al. (2004a,b) differ significantly from those of the nearest Taurus groups in Table 8 . The available proper motion measurements for HBC 354 and HBC 355, which are separated by 6 ′′ , also are inconsistent with membership in Taurus (Zacharias et al. 2004a; Ducourant et al. 2005; Röser et al. 2008) . We provided some of the new members reported in this work to Kenyon et al. (2008) for inclusion in their list of members, including 2MASS J04345973+2807017 and 2MASS J04124858+2749563. However, upon closer examination of these two stars, we have concluded that they are probably not members of Taurus ( § 3.2). Our spectroscopy indicates that IRAS 04428+2403 is a galaxy. No evidence of membership has been presented for V410 Anon 20 and V410 Anon 24. They are fainter than other Taurus members near their spectral types, suggesting that they are background stars. CIDA-13 and St34 have been classified as probable foreground stars (Muzerolle et al. 2003; Hartmann et al. 2005a) .
In addition to the members compiled by Kenyon et al. (2008) , we have included in our census the new members presented in Table 2 as well as 2MASS J04162725+2053091, 2MASS J04270739+2215037, 2MASS J04344544+2308027, 2MASS J04381630+2326402, 2MASS J04385859+2336351, 2MASS J04385871+2323595, 2MASS J04390163+2336029, 2MASS J04390637+2334179 (Slesnick et al. 2006) , 2MASS J04295422+1754041, 2MASS J04263055+2443558 (Luhman 2006) , IRAS 04325+2402C (Hartmann et al. 1999) , IRAS 04111+2800G (Prusti et al. 1992 ), L1521F-IRS (Bourke et al. 2006) , IRAM 04191+1522 (André et al. 1999) , IRAS 04278+2253 B (White & Hillenbrand 2004) , LH 0429+17 (Harris et al. 1999; Reid & Hawley 1999) , and HD 28867 (Walter et al. 2003) . 2MASS J04333278+1800436 was identified as a possible member of Taurus by Walter et al. (2003) based on its close proximity to HD 28867. We add it to our census since it exhibits mid-IR excess emission that indicates the presence of a disk (Luhman et al. 2009b ). The proper motions of HD 30171 (+12.1 ± 1.1,−17.7 ± 1.1 mas yr −1 , Høg et al. 2000) and MWC 480 (+5.5 ± 1.1,−25.4 ± 1.1 mas yr −1 , Høg et al. 2000) are similar to those of the nearest Taurus groups (Table 8) , supporting their membership in Taurus.
We have found a few other differences between our census and that of Kenyon et al. (2008) . The coordinates that we retrieved from the 2MASS Point Source Catalog differ from those in Kenyon et al. (2008) by 2 − 22 ′′ for IRAS 04016+2610, HBC 412, IRAS 04370+2559, MHO 9, CIDA-12, and IRAS 04191+1523. Our adopted 2MASS counterparts for these stars are given in Luhman et al. (2009b) . IRAS 04181+2655 appears in the census from Kenyon et al. (2008) , but it is a blend of three other stars in that list, 2MASS J04210795+2702204, 2MASS J04211038+2701372, and 2MASS J04211146+2701094, and thus does not require a separate entry. Similarly, IRAS 04263+2426 and GV Tau are listed separately by Kenyon et al. (2008) even though they represent the same star. The coordinates for IRAS 04166+2706 in Kenyon et al. (2008) apply to IRAS 04166+2708. We have measured coordinates of α = 4 h 19 m 42.5 s , δ = 27
• 13 ′ 36.7 ′′ (J2000) for the true counterpart to IRAS 04166+2706 using images from Spitzer. The misidentification for IRAS 04166+2706 in Kenyon et al. (2008) probably originated in Luhman (2006) and Luhman et al. (2006) . Our adopted list of Taurus members is provided in Luhman et al. (2009b) .
By combining our membership list with previous astrometric and kinematic measurements for these stars, we can constrain both the radial velocities and three-dimensional velocities of the Taurus groups in Table 8 . For each group, we have calculated the median radial velocity of stars (Appenzeller et al. 1988; Barbier-Brossat et al. 1994; Barbier-Brossat & Figon 2000; Finkenzeller & Jankovics 1984; Gahm et al. 1999; Hartmann et al. 1986 Hartmann et al. , 1987 Herbig 1977; Malaroda et al. 2006; Martín et al. 2005; Mathieu et al. 1997; Mundt et al. 1983; Reipurth et al. 1990; Sartoretti et al. 1998; Walter 1986; Walter et al. 1988; White & Basri 2003; Zaitseva et al. 1985 Zaitseva et al. , 1990 ) and the median radial velocity of the dense gas based on observations of C 18 O, CS, N 2 H + , and H 13 CO + (Lee et al. 1999; Onishi et al. 2002; Tatematsu et al. 2004 ). The gas radial velocity for group IX is from Ungerechts & Thaddeus (1987) . The gas velocities were transformed to the heliocentric frame using the standard solar motion (Kerr & Lynden-Bell 1986) . The median values of the stellar and gas radial velocities differ by an average of −0.5±0.3 km s −1 (RV star −RV gas ) and agree within 2.5 σ for all groups, providing further evidence that the stars and gas in Taurus share similar motions (e.g., Herbig 1977; Hartmann et al. 1986 ). Using the median positions, proper motions, and gas radial velocities (except for group VII, where RV star is adopted), we have calculated velocities of the Taurus groups in the directions of the Galactic center (U ), Galactic rotation (V ), and the North Galactic Pole (W ). Since accurate distances are available only for a few individual stars (Torres et al. 2009 ), we have adopted a distance of 140 ± 10 pc for each group. The uncertainties in each velocity component are ±0.9-1.5 km s −1 with a mean error 1.0 km s −1 . We derive a mean velocity for the Taurus complex of U, V, W = −15.7 ± 0.7, −11.3 ± 0.7, −10.1 ± 0.7 km s −1 , which agrees with the mean value from Bertout et al. (2007) . However, the one-dimensional velocity dispersions among the groups (∼1 km s −1 ) are much smaller than those estimated by Bertout et al. (2007, ∼6 km s −1 ), who included a significant population of off-cloud sources. The groups appear to have rather coherent motions, suggesting that many of the off-cloud sources are unrelated to the Taurus dark clouds. Luhman et al. (2003b) .
d Membership in Taurus is indicated by AV 1 and a position above the main sequence for the distance of Taurus ("AV "), strong emission lines ("e"), Na I and K I strengths intermediate between those of dwarfs and giants ("NaK"), strong Li absorption ("Li"), IR excess emission ("ex"), the shape of the gravity-sensitive steam bands ("H2O"), or a proper motion that is similar to that of the known members of Taurus ("µ"). e Sources were selected for spectroscopy because they were candidate companions to known Taurus members ("comp", Kraus & Hillenbrand 2007) or they were identified as candidate members with XMM-Newton ("X-ray", Scelsi et al. 2007) or Spitzer ("IR", this work). Spectroscopy was also performed on a previously known member to obtain a new spectral classification ("classify", Reid & Hawley 1999) . f Independently confirmed as a member through spectroscopy by Scelsi et al. (2008) .
g Membership is uncertain because of the absence of spectroscopic evidence of youth. a Sources that are not in the 2MASS Point Source Catalog have been assigned coordinate-based identifications using IRAC images.
b Sources were selected for spectroscopy because they were candidate companions to known Taurus members ("comp", Kraus & Hillenbrand 2007) or they were identified as candidate members with XMM-Newton ("X-ray", Scelsi et al. 2007) or Spitzer ("IR", this work). c Mistakenly identified as FW Tau B by Hartmann et al. (2005b) . White & Ghez (2001) classified it as a probable background star based on the presence of Hα absorption. Gomez et al. (1993) . We have defined the designations for the remaining groups.
b Uncertainties in the median µα and µ δ values for each group are ∼1 mas yr −1 for groups I, II, IV, VI, VIII, X, and XI, and ∼2 mas yr −1 for groups III, V, VII, and IX. c Number of proper motion measurements included in the calculation of the median motion.
d Heliocentric velocities.
e Galactic Cartesian velocities. Fig. 1 .-Spatial distribution of previously known members of the Taurus star-forming region (small circles) and new objects that we have confirmed as members through spectroscopy (crosses). The latter were identified as possible members with the XMM-Newton Observatory (Scelsi et al. 2007 ), the Spitzer Space Telescope (this work), and a companion survey with 2MASS (Kraus & Hillenbrand 2007) . The fields imaged with XMM-Newton are indicated (large circles). The dark clouds in Taurus are displayed with a map of extinction (grayscale, Dobashi et al. 2005) . Cruz et al. 2009 ) and the L0 standard 2MASS J03454316+2540233 (Kirkpatrick et al. 1999) . The proper motion of 2MASS 01415823-4633574 from Faherty et al. (2009) is consistent with membership in the Tucana-Horologium association, which has an age of ∼ 30 Myr (Torres et al. 2000; Zuckerman & Song 2004) . The data are displayed at a resolution of 13Å and are normalized at 7500Å. Fig. 3 .-Optical spectra of new members of Taurus. The spectra have been corrected for extinction, which is quantified in parentheses by the magnitude difference of the reddening between 0.6 and 0.9 µm (E(0.6 − 0.9)). The data are displayed at a resolution of 13Å and are normalized at 7500Å. Fig. 3 ) and the previously known member LH 0429+17 (Reid & Hawley 1999) . (Reid & Hawley 1999) . FU Tau A and LH 0429+17 are labeled with spectral types measured from the optical spectra in Figure 4 . The remaining sources have been classified with these IR data. Most of the spectra have been dereddened to match the slopes of the young optical standards. For the first two sources, we show the observed data without dereddening because their classifications are uncertain. These data have a resolution of R = 100 and are normalized at 1.68 µm. Scelsi et al. (2007 Scelsi et al. ( , 2008 and in this work (bottom). We have omitted companions that are unresolved by 2MASS and stars that appear on or below the main sequence. The anomalously low luminosity estimates for several of those stars are known to result from edge-on disks (e.g., Figure 10 ). These data are shown with the theoretical evolutionary models of Baraffe et al. (1998) . The blue sequence in each color represents stellar photospheres while the redder objects are likely to have circumstellar disks. The new L0 member of Taurus (large filled circle) does not exhibit significant color excesses relative to young L-type members of the field Cruz et al. 2009 ). . 2MASS J04194657+2712552 has the highest extinction of any known late-type member of Taurus and exhibits a flat mid-IR SED, suggesting that it may have a protostellar envelope. IRAS 04125+2902 shows excess emission at 24 µm but not at λ ≤ 8 µm, which is a signature of a disk with an inner hole. Each photospheric SED has been reddened by the extinction of the Taurus source and scaled to its H-band flux. (Luhman et al. 2003b) , and Chamaeleon I (Luhman 2007) . The IMF for Taurus is derived from members within the XEST fields (Figure 1 ). These IMFs contain 157, 194, and 85 sources, respectively. The Taurus IMF differs significantly from the mass functions in the other two regions ( § 5). We also include the IMF of the η Cha association (Mamajek et al. 1999; Lawson et al. 2002; Lyo et al. 2004; Song et al. 2004; Luhman & Steeghs 2004) . Although Lyo et al. (2004) reported that η Cha exhibits a deficit of low-mass stars and brown dwarfs relative to other clusters, its mass function is statistically consistent with the IMFs of IC 348 and Chamaeleon I (Luhman 2004b, § 5) . The completeness limits of these samples are indicated (dashed lines). In the units of this diagram, the Salpeter slope is 1.35. Table 8 . The corresponding motions over a period of 0.2 Myr are indicated (arrows). The dark clouds in Taurus are displayed with a map of extinction (grayscale, Dobashi et al. 2005) .
